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Runtime:53 min2023 - present
Genres:Science-Fiction
Network:Prime Video
The Rig is a British science-fiction series which aired on Prime Video. The series premiered on January 6, 2023.
 
 When the crew of the Kinloch Bravo oil rig is due to return to the mainland, a mysterious and all-enveloping fog rolls through and they find themselves cut off from all communication with the shore and the outside world. As the rig is hit by massive tremors, the crew endeavor to discover what’s driving the unknown force. But a major accident forces them to ask questions about who they can really trust.
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Actors
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Magnus MacMillan
Iain Glen
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Rose Mason
Emily Hampshire
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Fulmer Hamilton
Martin Compston
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Alwyn Evans
Mark Bonnar
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Barry 'Baz' Roberts
Calvin Demba
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Easter Ayodeji
Abraham Popoola
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Season 1
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series The Rig.
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News (4)
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Series of the Year 2023 - Most Disappointing Series

This column supports the Series of the Year election 2023 and focuses on the most disappointing series of the year. You can vote for your favorite series in this genre and others, between Monday, January 2, and Sunday 4 February.

27 Dec 2023

[image: Amazon renews supernatural series The Rig with a second season]
Amazon renews supernatural series The Rig with a second season

The Rig returns to Prime Video for a second season of the thriller series.

24 Feb 2023
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Series of the year election 2023 - January 2023 poll

Since 2012, MySeries has held a series of the year election every year. Every year our fantastic writers nominate ten series in fifteen categories. But every single year there is always that one category where people just aren't satisfied.

 1 Feb 2023
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Black Mirror
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Penny Dreadful
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Stranger Things
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Severance
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Dexter
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House M.D.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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